
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The debates _______________________ and exciting.1. (protract)have been protracted

There is much difficulty in ascertaining how largely our domestic
productions _____________________; but we may safely infer that the
amount has been large, and that modifications can be inherited for long
periods.

2.

(modify)

have been modified

A Cossack picket _____________________ upon him.3. (quarter)has been quartered

The treaty with England has therefore, not been renewed, and all overtures
for treaty with other nations _____________________.
4.

(decline)have been declined

There is nothing, except a doubt, which runs more quickly from mind to
mind, than a hope that some cherished wish may be fulfilled, especially when
this hope _____________________ to us by some one we can trust.

5.

(suggest)
has been suggested

My mind __________________ to the subject of fruit and shade trees in a
garden.
6.

(turn)
has been turned

The arm of Britain __________________ of as the arm of the Almighty,
and she has lived of late as if she thought the whole world created for her
diversion.

7.

(speak)

has been spoken

This shows how the appointment of that committee __________________
by the President's friends.
8.

(view)
has been viewed

By investing my money in the funds I ____________________ to pay off
my obligation sooner than I had dared to hope, for I took advantage of the
opportunities afforded by the improvement in prices.

9.

(enable)

have been enabled

The inconsistencies ______________________ in this e-text.10. (preserve)have been preserved

There are four rubies in it, of great value, I _________________.11. (tell)have been told

Where physical strength has been on her side, as in Ireland, she
________________ unwieldy by that strength.
12.

(make)has been made
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I plead because my work ____________________ in the cause of reform
everywhere that I have tried to accomplish anything.
13.

(combat)
has been combated

A repetition of the book title ___________________.14. (delete)has been deleted

Since writing my letter of the 26th, it ___________________ to commit to
your care the transaction of very important money matters at Amsterdam.
15.

(decide)

has been decided

The morasses ____________________, and, in proportion as the soil
______________________, the air has become more temperate.
16.

(drain) (cultivate)

have been drained
has been cultivated

From these remarkable cemeteries many fossils
_____________________.
17.

(obtain)have been obtained

Many a man _____________________ by a virtuous girl, merely on
account of his querulous conduct.
18.

(discard)
has been discarded

Hey, how well the thing ___________________!19. (manage)has been managed

A rare and experimental vineyard ___________________ in a sheltered
grove.
20.

(plant)
has been planted
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